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Anke Bio
➢ BSc from University of Toronto, 1987

➢ ND From Ontario College of Naturopathic Medicine, 1991 

➢ Canadian Academy of Homeopathy 1994 3-yr post-grad   
program   

➢ CEASE Therapy training 2012 and 2014

➢31 years of classical homeopathy, many different teachers

➢11 years of non-classical homeopathy, isopathy, tautopathy

➢About 11,000 hours of research on vaccines over past 11 yrs



Developmental 
Disorders Interest

I met someone while 
in naturopathic 
college who claimed 
to have healed his 
son’s autism with 
natural methods

Sparked 31 years of 
research and 
practice!



Behavioural
Challenges

Soon after graduating 
I also became very 
interested in helping 
children with 
behavioural
challenges, mostly 
aggression and 
anxiety.



Case, 
Rachel, age 
10

"The psychiatrists want to 
institutionalize Rachel for 
life - under heavy 
sedation! 

She is becoming stronger 
every day and is 
considered to be a danger 
to herself and others. 

The other day she tied a 
rope around her neck and 
threatened to jump off 
the deck to kill herself.” 



Rachel, age 10
“Last week she pulled a knife on her brother. 
When she has an attack of rage it takes two or 
three people to restrain her. We actually have 
to sit on her. At those times she has 
superhuman strength.“

"At one time we had a team of social workers 
living in our house for two weeks to try and find 
out what we were doing to 'drive our child 
crazy' as they put it.“

Her attacks seemed to be neurological, almost 
like a seizure. 

Rachel also had a number of fears, including a 
fear of the dark and of ghosts.

MGF was violent alcoholic



Rachel, age 10

Stramonium (Datura)

Angel’s trumpet/Devil’s trumpet

Poisonous, hallucinogenic plant

• Ailments from fright and violence

• Neurological trauma – head injuries, 
vaccine injuries, post-encephalitis

• Violence to self and others and/or 
fear of violence

• Usually fear of being alone, the dark, 
ghosts

• Alone in the wilderness



Rachel, age 10

Rachel had several doses of 
Stramonium in 200C and 1M over 
the next few months. 

She fully recovered and was never 
institutionalized. 

She is probably a mother herself by 
now. 

Cost of the remedy: $12



What I’ve learned in 31 years
Developmental and behavioural
challenges are virtually always 
multifactorial, the more severe, 
the more factors, including:

1) Inherited factors

2) Emotional stress and/or toxins 
during pregnancy, labour and 
delivery (meds, vax, US)

3) Stress and toxic exposures in 
the child

4) Nutritional deficiencies



Homeopathy – Like Heals Like
Tautopathy – Same Heals Same



Potentisation



Tautopathy
‘Same Heals Same’

Remedies made from:

- Vaccines

- Drugs, medical and recreational

- Heavy metals, mercury, aluminum

- Pesticides, other chemicals

- Radiation, ie Ultrasound, X-ray, 
Gamma-ray, wifi, cell phone etc



Homeopathy

Therapeutic

AND

Diagnostic!!



Developmental Disorders & 
Concerns 

Developmental disorders are on the rise worldwide

17.8% or 1 in 6 of US children are diagnosed with a 
Developmental Disorder as per CDC

20% have learning or attention issues (!) 11% diagnosed with 
ADHD

Over 4 million kids in the US have at least one learning disability

2.5% or 1 in 58 are now diagnosed with autism (CDC), possibly 1 
in 39, depending on study

10-11 % of young children have speech and language disorders

20% are delayed in language development



Behaviour
Problems

2016 report on 50,212 
children: 1 in 6 U.S. 
children aged 2–8 years 
(17.4%) had a 
diagnosed mental, 
behavioral, or 
developmental 
disorder.

2016-2019 - Age 3-17:

• Behavior problems 
8.9% (app 5.5 million)



Ashanti, age 4

Recently escalating aggression

Especially to baby sister (10 m old)

Pushing, pinching, squeezing, pulling her 
hair, stepping on her hands and feet, 
poking her in the eye

No remorse!!

Baby photos were like mugshots

Did not smile until 9 m old



Ashanti, age 4
Developed severe 
nightmares after baby 
sister born

“Stop that! Give me 
money! 

I don’t like you!”

Unable to sleep without 
touching parents from 9 m 
on

Mom also had bad 
nightmares as a child



Ashanti, age 4

Only shows anger, never 
sadness

Will urinate herself 
when angry

Started when mom 
tried to go back to 
work, was already 
potty trained

Wakes up angry

Traumatic pregnancy 
and delivery:

I felt tortured!”



Ashanti, age 4
"I was starved and given only two crackers from midnight to 3:30 
am. I was crying from hunger during the labour! 

"I was tied to an operating table for a C-section and faded in and 
out of consciousness. Then they moved me into a recovery room 
where I was left unattended and freezing cold, shivering on the 
table, still tied up and separated from my baby.

"There was nurse in the room, but she totally ignored me! I asked 
for a blanket and was told I could not have one! 

“And the spinal anaesthesia was so strong that I could not walk 
at all for 24 hours afterwards! I felt totally traumatized by the 
experience and very angry! I ended up with post-partum PTSD."







Ashanti, 
age 4

“My mother was a victim of 
child abuse with lots of 
violence and witnessing 
violence. 

“She later became addicted to 
prescription medications. 

“She also has no remorse, 
will not apologize. She'll just 
cover up everything."



Ashanti, age 4

Epidurals: Fentanyl + 
Bupocaine



Ashanti, 
age 4

Needed: A remedy without 
remorse!

Nightmares

Aggression and anger

Mom had excess epidural, 
traumatic delivery (abuse)

MGM was prescription drug 
addicts, fam history of 
severe abuse, lack of 
remorse

Morphinum 30C



Morphinum

Morphin is a derivative of opium

- Fentanyl is synthetic opioid  

MM of Morphinum:

- Ailments from fright, fear or anxiety

- Anger at trifles, morose, cross, fretful

- Liar – never speaks the truth, does not know 
what she is saying, deceitful

- Moral affections – want of moral feelings

- Suicidal disposition

- Will, weakness of



Ashanti, age 4
P: Morphinum 30C

FU 2 weeks later:

"Ashanti is showing more remorse and empathy! She is not 
trying to harm baby sister now. She is playing gently with 
friends. She now has a childhood look in her eyes and seems 
much happier. 

“However, her intensity is still there. When she hugs it is still 
tight, when she loves, it is strong and intense.”



Ashanti, age 4
Three months later:

"I wanted to email to say thank you! Ashanti has become a 
different kid and an amazing big sister. It was a huge 
transformation after such small amount of time working with 
you. I cannot thank you enough!

“My husband had no idea that I was treating Ashanti with 
homeopathy. He would start bragging about the changes in her 
behavior and how much he has loved seeing who she has become. 
When I confessed, he was shocked and interested in 
homeopathy!"



Cora, age 3
Nov 2021:

3-yr-old girl with increasingly 
severe behavioural issues

Colicky first 8 m

Always cried a lot

Now: Tantrums x 20, throwing 
things, screaming at top of lungs 
until red in the face

Un-co-operative, bucks body, turns 
into wet noodle, flops around for 
diaper changes, car seat



Cora, age 
3
In-affectionate, hates to 
be hugged, kissed or 
cuddled

Pushes us away and says 
NO!

“I don’t need you!”

Lacks co-ordination, trips 
over feet, runs into walls

No vaccines

Extra US – 4-5, plus Mom 
worked with US!



Cora, age 3
“Horrible birth, had her hands up coming out, 
felt like a corkscrew was coming out, as if I 
was being shredded”

P: US 30C twice a week for 2 weeks

“After the first dose of US she got her sleepy 
and put herself to bed. Never before. Next 4 
days extra grumpy. 

Since then, much less irritable and more 
affectionate! Cuddles on sofa with Dad

Before 20 tantrums a day, now 1-2 and much 
shorter!



Cora, age 3
Not tripping over her feet as much

With initial aggravation fell a lot more and 
ran into wall 2-3 times

Can get her into car seat without any 
problems now, before fighting us every time

Willing to go on potty now, before we had to 
hold her down and she was still trying to get 
away!

P: US 30C as needed



Cora, age 3
5 month later (April 2022)

Still using US as needed, but 
sxs coming back

US 200C – no change

Visit:

“Now she is really clingy with 
her daddy. If he has a shower 
she stands there the whole 
time, crying

If he is home: “Sit with me, I’m 
lonely!” “I’m over here all by 
myself!”



Cora, age 3
This was an interesting 
development!

Non-affectionate to super 
clingy!

? Hx of abandonment?

Cora’s mother started 
drinking when she was 11. 
Passed out a lot. Had to 
look after siblings, make 
dinner

Cora did not want to latch 
after birth



Cora, age 3
P :  L A C  M AT E R N U M

L I N K  B E T W E E N  S P I R I T  
A N D  M AT T E R

N O U R I S H M E N T  O F  T H E  
B O D Y  A N D  S O U L

M O T H E R  A R C H E T Y P E



Cora, age 3
July 20/22

I messaged mom:

“Cora is doing so much better! This 
remedy really worked!

“Much more affectionate now, says I 
love you all the time

“No longer clingy, ‘I didn’t cry when 
Daddy left!’

“I’m finally ENJOYING being a 
parent! These changes have been 
invaluable to our family, we’ll be 
forever grateful for your service!”



Ultrasound proving

US: Potential to destroy the sacred space   
of darkness and safety in a mother’s womb

May result in an over-stimulation of the 
senses

May leave the unborn with a confused 
sense of self

Uncomfortable feeling of emptiness



Ultrasound 
proving

“I feel restless and in a hurry.” 

“I am overstimulated like after 
too much coffee.”

“I need to rock back and forth 
on my chair. I am impatient.”

“My nervous system is too 
open.” 

“A dark force is penetrating 
me; it reminds me of Star 
Wars.”

“I felt exposed, invaded, 
vulnerable and overpowered.”



Sarabi – age 5
5-y-old girl, seen August 2020

CC: Aggression towards herself and others

Bites and scratches self and others when 
frustrated. Y of 3. Says wants to kill self

Hates having her nails cut. 

“They are my protection!”

“I have claws and I’m protecting myself! I 
defeat my brother with my claws! My 
claws are really small but really, really 
good at scratching people!”



Sarabi, age 5
Everyone in the house has scratch 
marks, except mom. 

Swears and makes rude gestures 
when angry, “But not to strangers, 
they might be prisoners!”

W since sister changed to diff 
grade, WW Mom going back to 
work

VV attached to mother’s breasts, 
4.5 before fully weaned. Refused 
solids until age 1. Says mom’s 
breasts are her’s, not mother’s.



Sarabi, age 5
V sad about not breast-feeding 
anymore

V attached to mom in general

Wants to take care of mom

Mom wonders about generational 
separation trauma. 

S’s father: Mom left him at 2.5, few m 
later sent police to get him.

PGF sent to boarding school at age 4-5



Sarabi, age 5
Concerns about being born last, 
so will die last and be left all 
alone.

Tell mom: “You love Daddy more 
than me.”

MGM 2017. S still talks about not 
wanting GM to be dead.

Struggles to throw out papers or 
old socks with holes in them.

Still talks about former house 
and that it was ‘abandoned’ (7 m 
old)



Sarabi, 
age 5
Animals?

Very afraid of dogs!

Face to face with a 
husky at age 2 –
primal scream!! Said 
thought dog was a 
lion! 

Scared of cats, too.



Sarabi, 
age 5

Also has weak IS 
with frequent flus 
and colds

Swollen tonsils

Raspy breathing

Fussy eater.

Has never wanted 
to taste meat



Sarabi, age 5
Analysis:

- Aggression with scratching and biting self and others

- My nails are my protection

- Overall attached to mother’s breasts, breast-feeding

- Separation anxiety

- Sxs got worse with sister moving to diff class, mom going back 
to work

- Possible generational abandonment trauma 

- History of frequent colds, swollen tonsils

Fear of dogs, cats, thought dog was a lion



Sarabi, 
age 5
Milk remedies in 
homeopathy:

- Mother-child bond

- Nursing, milk

- Fear of abandonment

- Orphan remedies

Question:

Which milk??



Sarabi, 
age 5

Lac leoninum, 
lion’s milk

Sent mom article 
on the remedy

Very independent

The ‘Brave One’

Authoritative

“The Boss”





Sarabi, 
age 5
Lac leo 200C

FU one m later:

Has not been 
scratching anyone, 
maybe sister a little

Much less separation 
anxiety can leave mom 
okay now at preschool

Got cat 2 days after Rx, 
called him Simba!



Sarabi, 
age 5

Been playing better 
with sister, not so bossy

Only said wanted to kill 
self a couple of times, 
much better

Breathing better, not so 
raspy



Sarabi, age 5
Followed up for over a year

She needed a few more doses 
of Lac leo as she relapsed a bit 
here and there, but overall did 
extremely well on Lac 
leoninum

A fabulous result from the milk 
of a lioness for a little 
humanoid lion cub!

That is the magic of 
homeopathy!





Divya, age 13

History of social anxiety, 
negativity and depression

On Prozac from age 9

Switched to Zoloft at age 12

Developed severe intrusive 
thoughts!

Of becoming a bad person!

Of doing bad things!



Divya, age 
13

Her psychiatrist then 
diagnosed her with 
Obsessive 
Compulsive Disorder 

Took her off Zoloft 
but the intrusive 
thoughts remained 
for the next few 
month!



Divya, age 
13
Remedy: Homeopathic 
Zoloft, 30C

Within two days the 
intrusive thoughts 
diminished, then 
returned after two 
weeks. 

She got Zoloft 200C and 
has had no more 
intrusive thoughts!





Oliver, Age 
8
Age 8 when we met, April 2020

DX Autism, severe OCD, 
suspected PANS/PANDAS

Very aggressive

Irritability from 5 m old

Attacks parents if frustrated, 
claws at their faces

Obsessed with ripping, tearing 
and cutting things

Always has pair of scissors in 
hands



Oliver, age 8

Not yet toilet trained

Only 150 words, 
requests, people, food

Sleep issues, fear of 
dark, needs lights on 
and mom w him

First vax 4 m – dev 
night terrors, every 
night! Plus became 
very irritable and fussy



Oliver, age 8
2nd vax 7 m – dev eczema on 
cheeks at 8 m

3rd vax at 10 m – eczema 
flared, allergic to soy, dairy, 
grass, trees, turkey…

By time was 13 m old had lost 
all of his words

By 16 m – severely bloated 
belly

Dx autism just before 2

Downhill since



Oliver, age 8
Pregnancy, L&D

Intense work stress, hi conflicts 
with superior. Lots of extra work, 
felt totally unsupported. Angry 
and cried a lot. Worked until 5 
days before birth

4-5 US due to concerns with 
placenta

Induced 3 days early due to hi BP

Pitocin drip, felt pressured, 
chaotic

Stalled at 8 cm for many hours



Oliver, age 8
Morphine shot given, went to sleep a few 
hours

Nitrous oxide given – became super irritable 
and aggressive

Plus projectile vomiting!!

After 28 hours, baby’s heart rate dropped

Prepped for C-section

Epidural – became freezing cold, “I could not 
stop shaking, was just lying on the operating 
table and nobody did anything about it. I felt 
almost violated, certainly not honoured!”



Oliver, age 8

P: Stramonium – night terrors, fear 
of dark and alone, aggression

Common remedy for neurological 
problems assoc with violence and 
aggression

Aggression drastically diminished, 
stopped attacking parents

OCD sxs diminished somewhat

Added Poly-vaccine Rx



Oliver, age 8
3 m later (Oct 2021):

Developed frequent urination and crying in 
pain, got rxs for bladder infection

Then: Compulsive spitting and urinating on 
everything

“Refuses to wear diaper and pees a few drops 
into it. Then he spits into the diaper and licks 
the urine and spit up in very obsessive way. 
Gets extremely agitated if we try to stop him, 
yelling, screaming, hitting!”

P: Hyoscyamus 30C

Next day the beh stopped!



Oliver, age 8
Next visit, Nov 2021:

New sxs: 

Lining up everything

Obsessed with smashing rocks with hammer

Obsessed with handwashing, esp at night, gets 
up several times to wash hands

P: Syphilinum – miasm

? Alcoholics? Yes, MGF and his father 

P: Syphilinum 30C – stopped washing

Meanwhile speech improving with every dose of 
Poly-vax rx



Oliver, 
age 9
Dec 2021

Another new state:

Running around wildly, licking 
his fingers and touching 
everything!

Plus, obsessively asking for 
sweets

P: Saccharum officinale

May be related to feelings of 
abandonment, not feeling 
enough love, Mom shared he 
had intense sep anx age 2-4



Oliver, age 9
Jan 2021: New problems:

Aggression is back, hitting, scratching and kicking family

Sleep is worse again, up 2:30 – 5 am

Eating 7-10 sheets of copy paper/d!

Incessantly asking for things, manic, frantic

Red ears in evening – same age 3-4

BUT: Still language gains, speaking more clearly, new 
words

Still better than this time last year

P: Belladonna 30C and 200C, calmer, ears n



Oliver, age 9
But cutting and eating of paper 
remained a problem

Grinding teeth

P: Veratrum album – White 
Hellebore, intense restlessness can 
be feature, in MM under cutting 
things into small pieces

Reduced paper eating by 80%

And suddenly fully potty-trained!

Can now speak in full sentences 
“Where is your coffee?”



Oliver, age 9
But: New symptoms again –

Sniffing and scrunching his face 
and crying suddenly. 

Grief layer coming up?

P: Ignatia amara

Common remedy for ailments 
from grief, disappointment

Poly-vax 50M

Veratrum if cutting returns



Oliver, age 9
March 2021: 

Back and forth between Bell, Hyos, Verat, 
Ignatia for a few weeks

Much less rock crushing

Fine motor skill has improved a lot

A year ago could only draw a big X or O on 
paper, now he can print his name 1” tall

Can do up zipper now, not before



Oliver, age 9
May 2021

New symptom:

Ver jumpy now, startles easily 

Likes to hide under blankets

Loves music

Still cutting paper all day

P: Tarentula hispanica



Oliver, age 9
Tarentula helped greatly!

Overall less hyper, calm at bedtime

New: Now lines things up in certain order, then moves 
them to another location, have to be in exact same order. 

Still cutting, but now he can cut out complex shapes, 
before just strips and pieces

Can use computer mouse now

Only crushes rocks a few minutes here and there now

Knows his name and parents’ names and learning address!



Oliver, age 9
But: June 2021

Frequent urination is back!

Has to go every ten minutes

Still bites his nails a lot, toenails 
also – poss miasm coming up

P: Medorrhinum 200C

Prevnar 30C

Tarentula as needed



Oliver, age 9
14 m into care:

Wonderful progress

Not aggressive anymore, before attacked parents daily

Could not do any academics in school, only behaviour management

Sleeping much better, mostly through the night

Not destroying clothes and sheet with cutting anymore

Overall much less destructive

Nearly completely toilet-trained now

Speech has progressed a lot, sentences now

Cognitive function much improved

Fine motor skill as significantly improved



Complex Cases
Miasms

Vaccines

Pharmaceuticals

Pesticides and herbicides

Recreational drugs

Pollution, Exhaust

Electromagnetic radiation

Increased intervention in 
preg, L&D

Emotional stress



Conclusion

Homeopathy and tautopathy can be 
therapeutic as well as diagnostic

Safe ways to identify and heal injuries 
from toxins, including vaccines,  
medications, chemicals and heavy metals, 
as well as various traumas, physical and 
emotional

But: A HUGE threat to Pharma!
Our children, grandchildren and other 
future generations are at risk here!

Homeopathy offers hope ☺



To parents
Please think twice 
before using vaccines 
and medications, use 
natural methods 
instead

Consider homeopathy 
to mitigate existing 
damage, HP to help 
mitigate infectious 
disease

Safe, effective and 
cost-effective

Treatment addresses 
the root causes



To 
Professionals

Let us put aside 
ideologies and 
search for the truth 
in spite of 
inconvenience, 
persecution and 
potential loss of 
licence, and let’s go 
down on the right 
side of history!



The End. Thank you!


